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Student Senate elects new president
Senators elect former
Vice President of
Appropriations as
leader

• By Jenna Carlesso

Downtown

GVL News Editor

Gov. Granholm came
to GVSU to help
dedicate the new
engineering labs.

CVL/A) Colley
Explaining her stance: New Student Senate President Jane lames answers a question during election
proceedings at the senate's Oct. 13 meeting.

Laker
Life
GVSU students had
the chance to quickly
meet someone new at
Speed Dating.

Leadership fell
into
place for the Student
Senate on Thursday when
the members elected senior
Jane James to its highest
position as president.
James defeated vice
president of the Political
Actions Committee Jeff
Green and senator Michelle
Horvath.

“It’s time for the senate
to become united and really
find out what the students
need and how to help them.”
James said.
James served as the
vice president of the
Appropriations Committee
for Student Senate this
fall. When former Student
Senate
President Tony
Purkal resigned from his
role, senators nominated
replacements.
Since
James no longer serves
as vice president of the
Appropriations Committee,
the body will vote on a
replacement at next week’s
meeting.
In the absence of a

Battle of the Valleys

SEE SENATE, A2

Speakers
explain
workers'

GVSU dominates in the stadium but still loses ‘battle’

AS

president. Executive Vice
President
Jodi
Griffin
chaired the last two general
assembly meetings.
Griffin said she is glad
to continue working with
James.
“I trust her with this
body,” she said. “We need
support to grow, and I think
she can give that to us.”
While most presidents
are elected in the spring and
have the summer to prepare
for the role, James has to
transition immediately.
Former Student Senate
president Jonathan Osborn
said the circumstances that

rights
By Alex Upton
GVL Staff Writer

Sports
The Laker football
team beat Saginaw
Valley 31-10 on
Saturday.
B1

Nation
World
Rain compounds an
already trecherous
landscape in Pakistan
following the quake.
B3

A&E
Two Pulitzer Prize
winning poets visited
Grand Valley State
University
b«

CVL / Kite Brown
Supporting their team: Fans cheered loudly and enthusiastically as the Lakers took on Saginaw Valley State University at Saturday's football game

By Jenna Carlesso
GVL News Editor

GET YOUR

LAKER
NEWS
ONLINE

Some things were broken,
others mended for Grand
Valley State University as
they defeated Saginaw Valley
State University in football but
ultimately lost the “battle”.
For the annual Battle of
the Valleys event. GVSU
students pulled in $7,327 for
the Make a Wish Foundation,
while SVSU raised $13,012
for United Way. After taking
a hit from the donation
competition,
university

students came together to
support the football team
as they defeated SVSU on
Saturday.
Members of GVSU’s
Student Senate worked with
the Student Athlete Advisor
Couasel to gather funds.
Senators sold T-shirts and
collected donations last week
to benefit charity.
“We gave our best efforts,”
said senior Chris Christopher,
student senator. “I don’t think
the amount raised really
reflects the amount of effort
the student body put forward

to win.”
Throughout the week,
members of the senate sold
1 .(XX) logo T-shirts and Laker
pride bracelets around campus
and at sporting events. On
Thursday they went doorto-door in on-campus living
centers to gather money and
empty bottles for the cause.
“This event brings in
people who don’t usually
get involved,” said senior
and student senator Michelle
Horvath. “It’s rewarding to
see where this program is at
now from over the years "

Two years ago former
GVSU
Student
Senate
President Rachael Voorhees,
and Armen Hratchian, former
president of SVSU’s Student
Association, began a friendly
competition to see how much
each school could raise for
charity before the teams faced
off on the football field.
“It’s become a fun campus
tradition,’’ Horvath added.
GVSU President Mark
Murray and four former
presidents of Student Senate
each contributed $ 100 for this
year’s event. Former Student

Senate president Jonathan
Osborn created the original
trophy for the winner of the
event, which currently resides
at SVSU.
On Thursday Papa John’s
donated 10 percent of its sales
to the battle.
Members of the Alpha
Sigma Phi fraternity also got
involved by dragging couches
outside and camping near Au
Sable Hall for 36 consecutive
hours. From Wednesday
morning to Thursday night,
members interacted with
SEE BATTLE, A2

Abigail Thornton and
Miguel Rios Guzman
came to Grand Valley
State University’s CookDeWittCenteronTuesday
to speak about issues
regarding
immigration
and immigrant rights.
Thornton
is
a
member of the Mexico
Solidarity
Network
in Chicago, a newlyfounded
organization
that
works
directly
with
undocumented
day laborers across the
nation.
Guzman
is
vice
president of the first
democratically
run
worker’s center in the
Midwest, the Albany
Park Worker’s Center.
Although
he
speaks
only Spanish. Guzman
spoke extensively about
immigrant rights through
an interpreter.
“Street jobs have
consequences,” Guzman
said. “Workers suffer
from heat and cold, lack
of restrooms dangerous
streets and abuse from
employers.”
Guzman
added
that
employers
on
construction
projects
sometimes beat workers,
provide
them
with
insufficient
equipment
and refuse to pay.
“That is exactly the
reason why the worker’s
center was founded.”
Guzman said. “Workers
suffer less abuse from
employers and are now
protected by lawyers.
Employers also have to
sign a contract, so if they
try not to pay, we can go
after them.”
The worker's center
also offers English and
Spanish classes, hosts
open houses and events
regularly and is open
to everyone, not just
immigrants.
Thornton spoke about
SEE RIGHTS, A2
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Carl Levin talks to GVSU crowd
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Senator talked about
the war in Iraq and
National Security at
the Alumni House

By Jenna Carlesso
GVL News Editor
U.S. Senator Carl Levin
visited Grand Valley State
University Friday to talk
about an issue he said “is
on everyone’s minds” —
the war in Iraq.
Levin’s speech focused
on National Security and
current problems in Iraq.
“National
Security
affects every student," said
John Constantelos. chair

of the political science
department.
“Some
it
affects directly, like those
who serve in the armed
forces, and others , less
direct, in terms of costs of
some of our actions as a
whole around the world.”
Levin
spoke
on
situations in Iraq and failure
of accountability in the
United States. He exposed
several
misconceptions
Americans have about
the war and conditions of
the government and U.S.
military in Iraq.
“We’ve had enough
rose-colored scenarios,"
Levin said. “People need
to see reality in Iraq.”
He added that although

U.S. troops are doing well
under the bad conditions,
there is a loss of political
support from our nation.
“There is no solution
without
a
political
solution in Iraq.” Levin
said. “Unless they work
to achieve a political
solution.
we
must
consider a timetable for
the withdrawal of our
troops.”
Levin also talked about
the costs and budgets of
the war.
“It’s good to hear from
a person who’s on the
inside.” said Jeff Green,
vice president of the
Student Senate Political
Actions
Committee

“Being at the federal level.
Senator Levin has quite a
take on what’s going on.”
Levin
talked
about
failures of accountability
in our country, including a
lack of preparation for the
Sept. 11, 2001 attacks.
There was significant
hinting toward the attacks
and a failure to notify
the FBI and Immigration
services, he said.
Levin also discussed
the flaws
of attacking
Saddam Hussein.
“It’s not the presence
of a weapon of mass
destruction that can give
justification for attacking
SEE LEVIN, A2

GVL / Kate Brown

Word* on the war: Sen. Carl Levin spoke to students and
answered their questions at the Alumni Mouse Friday morning
about his views on the war in Iraq
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SENATE
continued from page A1
James entered into are
unfortunate.
“She’s going to have to
come in and pick up the
pieces,” Osborn said, “But I
definitely think she is up to the
challenge.”
Duties of the president
include
chairing
general
assembly meetings, working
with university administration
and meeting with the senate
cabinet members and senators.
“I’ve met a lot of the
students and staff, but I’m

looking forward to knowing
everyone better,” James said.
She will also be in charge
of spearheading projects for
the senate and helping to plan
events.
Osborn said James has
gained legitimate experience
working
with
various
organizations on campus.
“She knows the inner
workings of student life.”
he said. “She’s been around
campus a while and has
established a lot of good
relationships.”
James said she hopes to see
more productive and efficient

NOW OPEN

general assembly meetings
in the future. Some of her
goals
include
researching
information
about
past
senate presidents and their
plans, looking into transition
reports, and working on time
management, she said.
“1 want our meetings to run
fairly and effectively,” James
said, “and I want our senators
to trust their officers.”
The senate is currently
working
to
pass
new
resolutions and planning for
the President’s Ball Dance.
Last week they helped to
raise money for the Make a

RIGHTS
continued from page Al
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immigration
from
areas
including Mexico and Central
America. To accompany her
speech she played a short
documentary
entitled
“Los
Trabajadores,”or"The Workers.”
It told the story of hundreds of
Hispanic immigrants and their
struggle to find work in Austin.
Texas. It also provided many
statistics about immigrants and
the industries in which they
participate.
According
to
the
documentary,
the
margin
between the average American
income and that of the average
day laborer in the I950’s was
three to one. In the late 1990s,
it jumped to 16 to one. It costs
between $2,000 and $ 15.0(H) for
Mexicans to cross the border
into America.
The short film touched on
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another nation,” he said.
“Rather, it comes from an
eminent threat.”
He added America faces
sloppy,
sometimes
illegal
implementation
in dealing
with prisoner abuse in Iraq.
“We’ve got great young men
and women out there wearing
our nation’s uniform,” Levin
said. “They deserve better
than to have other people — in
the name of the United States
— abusing prisoners.”
Constantelos said he thinks
it was beneficial for the senator
to come and speak to students
in person.
“Students read about senate
in textbooks or in class, but to
actually have someone here
makes a difference,” he said.
Following
the
speech.
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other immigrant hardships,
including separation of families.
In coming to America, fathers
and husbands were forced to
leave their families behind due
to higher costs of living. Towns
in Mexico were left with few
male residents when many
immigrated to the United States
for work. Today, Mexico’s
number one income is tourism,
followed by the money sent
home from men in America.
Thornton said the border
between the United States and
Mexico currently has the largest
economic difference in the world
in terms of worker wages.
The Kennedy-McCain Bill
offers temporary visas to day
laborers who can find jobs via
the Internet or other electronic
medium, and allows workers’
families to join them in the
United States. The bill will
grant 4(X).(XK) temporary visas
each year.
Thornton said she hopesstudents
will
call
their
congressmen
to
encourage
support for the KennedyMcCain Bill.
“It’s not a solution to the
problem, but it’s definitely a big
step,” she said. “What we need to
do now is keep working toward
a more permanent solution so
that someday no one can see a
difference between races.”

continued from page Al
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Wish Foundation during the
annual Battle of the Valleys
competition.
“I hope to see more students
talking to senators about issues
they are concerned with,”
James said. She added that
she is striving for less conflict
and more progress at senate
meetings.
“Just like any regular
family, we don’t all need to
agree on something, but we
need to respect one another’s
decisions and opinions,” James
said. “We all have passion to
serve the students.”
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lenna Carlesso, News Editor
news@lanthorn.com
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BATTLE
continued from page A1
students to raise money. They
collected about $1,300 for the
event.
Christopher said he saw several
students wearing GVSU T-shirts
and school colors.
“It was amazing to see how
many students had school spirit,
he said.
The senate planned to have an
end of the week fundraising cookout
dubbed “The Cardinal Roast” in
the tailgating lots, but the event was
canceled due to miscommunication
and a failure to obtain cooking

permits, said Jane James, President
of Student Senate.
Christopher said next year
he hopes more organizations on
campus get involved m Battle of
the Valleys.
“1 saw what my fraternity
could do, and we’re definitely not
the largest Greek organization on
campus,’’ he said.
He added that although GVSU
did not raise as much money
as SVSU, the event felt like a
success.
"We didn’t really lose because
the money goes to charity,”
Christopher said. “In this case the
kids win.”

c. vl / wany uuemimg
Explaining the problem: Speakers discussed immigrant rights, including the
dangers they face last Thursday night.

Levin
answered questions
from students and staff.
"There is so much going on
that affects our lives,” Levin
said. “Many families have
somebody in the military and
many young people serving
are in harm’s way. This war is
affecting all of us.”
Green said he is concerned
with the level of political
awareness on campus.
“We’re
worried
that
students are not as involved or
aware about political actions
as they should be,” he said.
“We’re truly fortunate to have
the ability to bring legislators
here his year. This can only
begin to foster more political
awareness.”
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Ground broken on new building
Gov. Jennifer Granholm
joins university officials
at ceremony for new
engineering building
The inside scoop on
money and business
Q: Is it better to drive a car
until it dies or sell it while it still
is worth something, putting the
money toward another?
A:
Financial advisors have
an adage about old cars: “When
it is time to get a new car. make
the old one last one more year.”
Of course, if we all behaved that
way, we would be stuck with our
old cars forever. The point of the
adage, however, is that the most
expensive years of a car’s life are
the first few. The least expensive
years are the older years.
How can that be? For one
thing, depreciation — the
amount of value lost each year
as a car ages — is highest in the
first few years and then declines
to nearly zero for really old cars.
For example, how much less is a
1982 Buick LeSabre piece ofjunk
worth m 2005 than in 2004? As
long as it runs, it is worth about
$400 no matter whether it is 2004
or 2005. Also, because the cost
of collision and comprehensive
insurance depends on the value
of the vehicle, the newer the
vehicle, the more expensive the
insurance.
Yet none of us wants to be
stranded in Puddleville when our
vehicles break down There is a
limit to how long you can hang
on to a car before this will happen.
You have to be the judge of that.
Is the car still in relatively good
shape? Have you taken good care
of it? Is the model known for its
reliability? If the answers are yes,
keep it another year. Otherwise, it
is time to replace.
What is the best major
Q:
for someone who wants to
become a day trader ’
A:
I am guessing either you
do not understand how financial
markets work, or you are nuts.
Day trading is buying and
selling the same stock, often
several times a day. Say you own
a stock that you bought for $10
per share A day trader might sell
when it jumps up to $10.25, buy
it back when it falls to $9.73, sell
it again at $10.18. buy again, and
sell again throughout the day. The
goal is to make money on price
volatility from hour to hour.
The problem is it does not
work. A day trader is guessing
about when it is time to buy
and sell. In theory, after buying
and selling enough times, day
traders should get the same
return as buy-and-hold investors.
Except for one thing. Brokerage
commissions all but guarantee
day traders will earn a lower
return. Every time they buy
and sell, part of their return is
siphoned off to a broker.
Am I just shooting off my
mouth? No. Hundreds, if not
thousands, of linance professors
have studied day trading. They
have looked for reliable buy
indicators, sell indicators, trading
patterns that work, evidence of
persistent price trends, breakout
points, resistance points, blah
blah blah. All they have to do is
find one secret rule or one stock
where day trading works, and
they can make enough money to
retire. Guess what? All of us are
still working. Researeh shows
that no one can predict stock
price movements, and there are
no reliable signs to tell you when
it is time to buy or to sell. There
are no secret trading rules waiting
to be discovered
That all but guarantees any
gains from day trading will be
less than buying and holding.

By Shawn Zalfwski
CVL Doumtoum Editor
The state of Michigan teamed
with the Grand Valley State
University community in breaking
ground on a new building that will
stand as a foundation for future
generations of students with the
hope of transforming the state’s
economic growth.
Michigan
Gov.
Jennifer
Granholm
joined
GVSU
President Mark Murray, university
administrators, state legislators
and community business leaders
in dedicating a new addition to the
Fred M. Keller Engineering labs
located on the Pew Campus in
Grand Rapids.
The ceremony took place
Friday afternoon in the company of
about 500 members of the GVSU
community gathered adjacent
to the L.V. Eberhard Center and
Keller Labs, the future location of
the engineering building.
“I am here today not for the
building, but for what goes into
the building,” Granholm said.
“Engineering students represent a
future workforce of knowledge-

based workers that is smart for the
state of Michigan.”
Murray began the ceremony
by applauding the efforts of
GVSU engineering students and
faculty in becoming innovators
in the field. He said graduates of
the engineering program have an
unprecedented job placement rate
of 100 percent. Undergraduate
students also have high marks on
engineering licensure exams, with
a passing rate of % percent.
GVSU engineering students
approach learning as a handson process, Murray said. They
are required to work within
the community in homes and
schools. Seniors partner with local
manufacturing firms in completing
design projects every spring.
“The
GVSU
engineering
program is cutting edge in its
relationships with the community
and with manufacturing firms,”
Granholm added. "This building
will foster an open pipeline of
skilled technology students,... and
we will work to keep every' job in
manufacturing in the state.”
Seymour Padnos, chairman of
Louis Padnos Iron and Metal Co.,
said he has seen and witnessed the
Engineering program at GVSU
grow into a resource for West
Michigan and the entire state since
its foundation in 1986.
SEE LAB, A6

CVL / Anna MMMW
Pulling hard: Gov. )ennifer Granholm joined Grand Valley State University students, John C. Kennedy III, President
Mark Murray and many other administrators, government officials, faculty and community members to help pull down
a wall and reveal the plans for the new Engineering facility on the Pew Campus on Oct. 14.

Doctor connects

R. Daniel Berckiatti

faith and health

Attorney at Law

By Shawn

Zalewski

GVL Doumtoum Editor
One medical professional has
discovered a reason to believe
in religion other than gaining
personal confidence, direction and
a sense of community — proven
health benefits.
Harold G. Koenig spoke
Wednesday afternoon to about
300 Grand Rapids residents about
religious activity and its impact on
certain health conditions. Koenig
is a registered nurse and is the
founder of the Center for The
Study of Religion Spirituality and
Health at Duke University.
His
presentation, entitled
“Spirituality and Health: What
Does the Scientific Literature
Say in 2(X)5,” was the third
component of Grand Valley State
University’s
annual
Autumn
Health Forum Series. It took place
in the Loosemore Auditorium on
GVSU’s Pew Campus.
Koenig cited studies in which
the general health conditions
of adults were monitored over
a series of years. The study
selected people from around the
country who represented different
religious affiliations.
The results of the national

observations showed those who
attended religious services more
frequently had improved health
conditions than those who attended
few or no services. Individuals
who practiced faith showed
decreased pain sensations, lower
blood pressure and lived longer,
Koenig said. These results were
consistent in both regional and
national surveys, he added.
Younger members of the
community who practiced religion
had also shown increased health
conditions. Koenig said there
was difficulty observing 18 to 24year-old adults because they are
less likely to experience serious
health problems over a short time
period.
“Teenagers
and
college
students showed decreased levels
of depression and other ailments,”
Koenig said. “Indirect health
problems, such as those caused
by drug use, alcohol consumption
and pre-marital sex are much less
common among those with faith
as an active part of their lives.”
Koenig
said
medical
professionals
and
religious
leaders are both hard sells when it
comes to opening up to different
perspectives. Religious leaders
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Still short
Despite selling every T-shirt and more
student involvement, Grand Valley fell
short of Saginaw Valley's fundraising ef
forts due to lack of organization.
Annual fundraisers historically raise more money every year,
but while the SVSU Cardinals seem able to grasp that concept,
GVSU isn’t quite there.
In the inaugural year of Battle of the Valleys (2003), GVSU
raised $8,500, winning the trophy. Last year, the university
raised $7,368.05. This year, GVSU raised even less, coming in at
$7,327. In short, GVSU has raised less money every year.
Meanwhile, SVSU raised more money every year, raising
$6,208.70, $12,001 and $13,012.
With less than half of GVSU’s student body, SVSU managed
to raise nearly double what GVSU raised. So, how did this
happen?
GVSU’s Student Senate heads the event for the university and
has started the year with a stumble. Its two top leaders, executive
vice president and president, were forced to resign because they
were not students. This week, the body was short a president and
led by an executive vice president who had never served in a
cabinet position until elected to her current post.
But, with an average of 35 members, all known for student
leadership, this victory should have been a nobrainer for the
senate and for GVSU. T-shirts sold out, a credit to the designer of
the shirts and the non-student senators who worked hard to sell
them.
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity raised about $ 1,300 for the battle, a
significant chunk that contributed to the total.
But what were the senators doing? They weren’t checking
to ensure they had proper permission to cook chicken, which
requires a permit. They weren’t trying to plan an alternate event
to replace the cardinal roast that was, as a result, canceled.
At Thursday ’s meeting, the senate did elect a new president,
Jane James. The body also broke precedence set by the previous
‘battles’ by not recessing to raise money. Although senators did
raise money after the meeting, they could have done more earlier
in the day.
Whether fundraising efforts needed modification to achieve
success is difficult to tell, though. However, it is clear this year’s
battle was poorly planned. Although it appears more students
participated in this year’s donating efforts, the organizers should
have done more to involve students.
Despite senators originally planning to ‘roast’ the Cardinals, in
the end they soared over GVSU.

“This war is affecting all of us.

”

Carl Levin
U.S. Senator
Michigan

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
» topics of interest to the Grand Valley Community.
*
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
•- welcomes reader viewpoints and
» offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
* editor, guest columns and phone
l responses.
Letters must include the au\ thor’s name and be accompanied
by current picture identification if
dropped off in person. letters will
l be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn
*Letters appear as space permits
J each issue. The limit for letter
*

length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense letters and col
umns for length restrictions and
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author is usu
ally published but may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of Trust
ees. officers, faculty and staff.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
.
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Ad objectifies women
►.
I would just like to point
»* out that there are many student
organizations on the Grand
*- Valley campus striving for
•- equal treatment of women
in the community, including
► freedom from sexual assualt
and oppression However, the
* October 13th issue of the Grand
I Valley Lanthorn had a very
* offensive advertisment on page
*. B4. that read ‘Two showgirls.
one low price.” Advertising for
the Deja Vu dance club, with
f pictures of senusal women,
promises of dances and college
night, the Grand Valley I .anthom
"I has now advertised the selling of
4

sex in the university newspaper,
much to the degradation of the
women in the Grand Valley
Community. I am ashamed
that a learning institution,
where all should feel safe and
proud, can sexually objectify
women and ask the young men
on this campus to pay to see
them I think the Grand Valley
l .anthom owes an apology to the
organizations at Grand Valley that
work to protect women’s rights,
the faculty and staff, but most
imporantly the students it tried to
objectify. Our newspaper should
be free of sexual oppression!!!!
Megan Hirtreiter

Junior

GVL STUDENT OPINION

This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked four community members:

What do you think of the now engineerino
building being added on the downtown campusP

It’s
good
for
development for the
downtown campus and
hopefully it’ll help pump
up
our engineering
program. ”

“It’s
good
because
there'll be more room
for all the students."

“I
personally
think
it’s a good thing. It's
an expansion of the
downtown campus and
more room forengineenng
students. Unfortunately
it is taking away from our
parking spaces."

“It's a good thing
because now they are
putting more classes
in both Allendale and
downtown. ”

Ashley OnSophomore
English

Chad Paffhausen
Junior
Mechanical Engineering

Nate Herrygers
Junior
Accounting

Kimdra Payton
Senior
Accounting

GVL STUDENT OPINION

Playing roommate roulette
By Alexander Gray
GVL Columnist
I’ve played GVSU
Roommate Roulette a couple
times over the course of my
college career.
This high-stakes game
involves the signing over of
roommate assignments to the
Grand Valley State University
housing system, which, more
often than not, results in hurt
feelings, level-of-bathroomcleanliness-related frustration
and awkward half-waves in
the semesters to follow the
termination of your roommate
relationship.
But readers, just because
there are four bullets in the
chamber doesn’t mean you
are going to get it in the head.
Let me share with you
a positive experience. I
transferred to GVSU in
the winter semester of my
freshman year from a boring
community college in the
middle of the state. I was
assigned to live my second

semester
days in
“Pickard,” a
notoriously
dull
dormitory
tucked
behind
Kistler. Plus,
since I was
Gray
transferring
in. 1 would be replacing
someone’s roommate.
Despite both of these
less-than-stellar bits of
information, 1 was excited to
move on campus and to begin
attending classes at my new,
less “high-sch<x)l-bum-out”
college.
“Make it so,” I intoned to
my RA, trying to summon the
best “Star Trek” impression
that I could muster. “Actually,
it’s PICK-erd, not picKARD,” she deadpanned.
“Oh,” I said, slowly
lowering my right hand,
which was currently locked
in a poor attempt of the “Live
long and prosper” Vulcan

salute. I took that as a warning
sign. 1 later learned that nerds
lived in Niemeyer.
Actually, as far as mystery
roommates were concerned,
John Anderson was not bad
at all. We were very different
people, yes. but we still cared
about the same things. He
was on the track team and 1,
well, I was not. He constantly
attracted a number of women
due to his handsomeness and
relaxed personality, and well,
I was too nervous to leave the
safety of the dorm building.
His twin brother lived in
the same dorm building, and
I never saw my family during
the school year. However, we
both talked a lot about girls
and guitars, and we both had a
fondness for orange juice.
He would tell me of parties
in exotic sounding places
like “Country Place” and
“Campus View,” and I would
get excited.
“When you grow up,” he
said one time, “maybe you
can come too.” I would tell

him how I found a broken
bridge way in the woods
behind campus and fell off of
it while pretending I was in a
zombie movie, and sunk into
the black sludge of what the
university has the nerve to
call “water.” These stories and
others like it would provoke
laughter rather than rolled
eyes.
One time, my high school
girlfriend and one of her
friends came to visit me.
Being in college, I decided it
was no longer time to have a
girlfriend from high school.
We fought on the back deck
and later in the bathroom, and
then she ran away and that
was that.
I walked back into the
dorm room, redfaced from
arguing. John was on his bed
studying. It was late spring
and it was warm out. but I
was shaking.
"Orange juice?” John
offered. I took it, thanking
him silently.

STUDENT OPINION

Miers is almost too good to be true
By Adam Kemp
The Battalion (Texas A&M)
(U WIRE) COLLEGE
STATION, Texas - -1 never
thought I’d say this, but
President Bush made a brilliant
political move In nominating
Harriet Miers, someone with
no judicial background, to the
Supreme Court, he has given
Democrats nothing to work
with to oppose her nomination.
In fact, it appears that the
largest roadblock the president
must overcome for this
nomination to get approved is
that posed by his own party.
Amazingly, it is mostly
conservatives who are
opposed to this nomination.
For example, while on
NBC’s “Meet the Press,” Pat
Buchanan said. “I would like to
see the nomination withdrawn.
If I were in the Senate texlay, I

would vote against it." Another
staunch coaservative, Robert
Bork, said the nomination was
“a disaster on every level” and
“kind of a slap in the face to
the conservatives." Bork was
nominated for the Supreme
Court by President Reagan in
1987, but was rejected by the
Senate.
Bork voices the concerns
of many conservatives, who
fear that Miers will be the
next David Sou ter Justice
Souter was dubbed the “Stealth
Justice" by the press during
his nomination bid in 1990
due to his uncontroversial
record and easy confirmation.
After taking his seat, S<xiter
began a steady turn to the left,
and conservatives have not
forgotten This case is different,
though Bush has known
Miers since the 1980s. She
was his personal lawyer in the
1990s, and in 2000 she was

his campaign lawyer. As far
as Bush is concerned, she is a
certainty, but the only comfort
he can give Republicans is,
“trust me.” One would think
this would be enough for
the right wing, considering
their unquestioning faith in
just about every policy the
president has ever proposed.
Apparently launching a war
is one thing, but nominating
a Supreme Court justice is
serious business.
Meanwhile, despite
concerns from some Democrats
over Miers’ lack of judicial
experience, the left wing has
been surprisingly quiet, and in
some cases has even voiced
its support. Senator Harry
Reid (D -Nev.) had previously
recommended Miers as a
good nomination, and Senator
Barbara Mikulski (D -Md.)
called the criticism from the
right “incredibly sexist.”

i

complaining that the nght is
“saying a woman who was one
of the first to head up a major
law firm with over 400 lawyers
doesn’t have intellectual heft.”
This situation is so
incredible that I’m almost
convinced that it is part of some
master plan. I can imagine
a secret talking point memo
passed around conservative
circles, explaining that if they
just pretend to be against the
nomination then Democrats
will support it just to spite
them. What else can explain
this mystifying turn of events?
In any event. Bush made a
perfect choice from his point
of view. He gets a nominee he
knows well and trusts, while at
the same time he’s robbing the
left of any serious reasons to
bkx'k the nomination based on
her views. Now he just has to
convince the right
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New club will offer
swing dancing
opportunities to GVSU
students

By Angela Harris
GVL Laker Life Editor

GVL Archive /laslyn Gilbert
Dancing away: Dan Wolf dances with Virginia Zukowski during last year's Senior Harvest Dance. Wolf will bring his love for swing dancing to campus as presi
dent of the new swing dance club.

At a wedding seven years ago,
Dan Wolf sat watching guests
swing dance and thought how
much fun it would be to learn.
He said he decided to take
lessons to learn a dance style that
“is in style and popular,” but is not
the typical style for his age group
Now, as a junior at Grand
Valley State University, he brings
his passion and skill to students on
campus.
As the President of the soon-tobe Swing Dance Club, Wolf will
teach students how to swing and
hopes that the club will bring in a
large amount of campus attendees
to weekend events.
“It [will be] really good for
getting students active,” he said.
“It will be really good for student
life.”
The idea for the club swung
into existence last year when Wolf
transferred from Hillsdale College
and friends approached him about
starting a club.
Originally, he was hesitant
because he was still adjusting to
GVSU campus life, but this year
he agreed.
Currently, 18 to 20 people
have expressed interest in helping
organize the club and around 100
other students have contacted
Wolf both in person and through
Facebook.com about joining, he
said.
“The response has really
shocked me,” Wolf said. “I
really didn’t think [we’d get this
response] for a new club.”
He said he hopes the club, once

approved, will have an impact on
GVSU because it will be the only
social dance group on campus
and would therefore offer new
diversity to GVSU clubs and
organizations.
Heather Gaden, vice-president
of the club, said she hopes it offers
students a place to go, have fun.
meet new people and forget about
how stressful classes can be at
times.
“Swing is a very energetic type
of dancing, more of a hobby type
of music,” Gaden said. "It is really
uplifting and fun. Plus, it is really
good exercise.”
A swing dance club will benefit
GVSU because dances are a big
draw to keep students on campus.
Wolf said.
The club is currently pending
approval, but Wolf said he hopes
to have it approved on Nov. 4.
The club had hoped to already
be approved, but had missed the
deadline and delayed because of a
technical glitch. Wolf said.
Once approved, the club plans
to teach members how to swing,
since few students will know how.
Wolf said. He will be teaching
during the meetings, since he has
taught some of his friends how to
dance, but said he eventually may
bnng in a professional once the
group becomes more advanced.
He also hopes to pair with
GVSU Seniors to offer lessons to
students prior to the organization’s
spring dance, possibly making the
dance a little more "hyped up,”
Gaden said. The Swing Dance
Club is also considering offering
lessons before the President’s Ball
in February. Wolf said.
Meetings will take place on
Thursdays at 8:30 p.m. in the
Kirkhof Center in a location to be
determined. For more information
or to join, contact Wolf at
dcwolfCagmail.com.

Silent Witnesses to
unveil domestic violence
Silhouettes will share
the stories of domestic
violence victims with
the GVSU community

GVL / Ashley Comstock
Getting acquainted: Grand Valley students Kristin Doom and Matthew
Coyle try each other out during Speed Dating hosted by the Latino Student
Union on Friday.

LSU offers students
love in the fast lane'
By Matt Marn
GVL Staff Writer
Just in time for Sweetest Day
on Saturday, Friday’s Laker
Late Night Hot Spot event of
the week at the Kirkhof Center
was Speed Dating, hosted by
the Latino Student Union.
Grand
Valley
State
University
women
moved
around
candle-lit
tables,
interacting with male students
for three minutes each before
moving to a new table when
Liz Arangure. vice president
of LSU, yelled, "Rotate!”
During their short time
together, students spoke about
everything from majors to
activities and groups that they
are involved in. They had the
opportunity to participate in
multiple rounds, if they chose
to do so.
The three-hour event drew
about 100 students.
“I’m excited about the
turnout," Arangure said. "The
students seemed excited when
they saw a fair amount of
boys and girls here. This is a
high energy of excitement in
general.”
Arangure said the event
was a good chance for people
to get out of their bubble and
meet one another and make
new friends.
“It would be nice if people
do click, and maybe get a
date, or at least have friends
they might not have talked
to otherwise,” said Amanda
Miralrio, treasurer of LSU.
"The purpose is to mix people
up, and a means to meet new
people that may not have met

otherwise. [It’s] a way to make
connections.”
GVSU senior Andrew Cox
said, “I’m surprised at how
many people showed up. ... I
did not think there were going
to be this many girls.”
Meanwhile,
freshman
Cheyenne Bonnell and junior
Megan Aman went together
as friends and support for
one another. They left having
met new people and with the
interest of talking to some of
them more.
“I came to meet new
people,” Bonnell said. “I’m
enjoying myself a lot. I might
have [met some new friends],
I need to talk to them some
more — three minutes isn’t
really enough.”
Aman said, “I like meeting
new people. I think that now
that speed dating has been on
‘Hitch’ and ‘Sex and the City,’
it is a new form of dating. 1
thought, ‘why not?’”
Aman said she enjoyed
herself and loved seeing the
new faces and “making Grand
Valley smaller.” She added she
not only met a few people she
would like to talk to again,
but thinks that there is one
in particular she’d like to see
again.
“He was my first date, and I
remembered his name." Aman
said.
John Arnold, a freshman
at GVSU, said. “I enjoyed it,
it was great. ... Besides, who
knows, there may be chemistry,
but it’s up to me to find out.
... It’s a great way to reflect
yourself to others."

previous year.
"We wanted to choose 12
women that represented as close
to West Michigan as we could
get,” Wassenaar explained. “I
think a lot of times, individuals
are lulled into believing it
By Matt Marn
happens somewhere else."
GVL Staff Writer
Once the silhouettes are
uncovered, they will be moved
Eva Paulo Agamiri, 22, to different locations on campus
of Grand Rapids, was found to continue to tell their story
critically wounded
in
her
throughout the
apartment
by
week,
until
police
who
the
closing
responded to a
ceremony
on
call placed by “I want [students] to draw
Friday at 10
her
neighbor.
a.m.
an awareness of domestic
Her
daughter,
Last year, the
Juyee, was also violence...and realize that
Women’s Center
stabbed to death.
spent much time
it’s close to home.”
Agamiri
putting together
was
pregnant
the program and
when she was
were not able to
murdered.
JO ANN WASSENAAR let the GVSU
Her
community
WOMEN’S CENTER
boyfriend.
know
about
Andrew Osura,
the
event,
allegedly killed
Wassenaar
them before fleeing. He had a past said. This year, the center’s
record of domestic violence.
interns are helping out and
Her story will be one of 12 going into classrooms
shared and placed on a life-sized to do presentations on
silhouettes that will be unveiled domestic violence.
at noon on Tuesday in the K irkhof
“I want [students]
Center lobby. The stories will be to draw an awareness
of local women and children who of domestic violence
have been murdered as a result
... and realize that
of domestic violence.
it’s close to home,”
The Silent Witness Program said Sally Sayles,
is dedicated to raising awareness a Women’s Center
about domestic violence.
intern. “My goals
“The Silent Witness Program are remembering and
was started by a group of women honoring the women
... who were alarmed by the who were killed, plus
number of women and children connecting with community
that had died as a result of activism through the classroom
domestic violence,” said Jo Ann to critically engage students in
Wassenaar, assistant director campus life.”
of the Grand Valley State
Sayles said the goals of the
University’s Women’s Center.
Silent Witness
International
“It’s to raise the awareness level
Initiative include remembering
that continues to be a problem. It and honoring women who were
needed to be addressed.”
killed through domestic violence,
The ceremony will begin raising awareness worldwide
with the 12 wooden silhouettes about the issue of domestic
shrouded in a black cloth, which violence and connecting people
will be unveiled one by one. A with successful programs to end
plaque on the chest of the figure domestic violence.
tells the story, which will be read
“I think it will help raise
aloud.
awareness by making reality
This is GVSU’s second annual more relevant by hitting people
Silent Witness event, and two of more concretely,” Sayles said.
the stories are repeats from the
Every act of violence carries

with it the potential to do harm
beyond the one event, said
Joseph
Verschaeve,
sociology professor at
GVSU.
“Domestic
violence degrades
and
diminishes
all of our selfinterests, be it
peace in the
community
or
economic
stability,”
Verschaeve
said.
“Domestic
violence
touches
everything.”
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Photos by Kate Brown
More than ! 4,000 fans packed into Lubbers Stadium Saturday
night for the Grand Valley State University football showdown
against Saginaw Valley State University.The cheer team (above)

and marching band (bottom) kept the crowd entertained while
the Lakers, led by head coach Chuck Martin (right), marched
their way down the field to a 31-10 victory.

A different
perspective
■ >•&

X-*'‘

LAB
continued from page A3
Originally, there were 50
students enrolled in the engineering
department. Currently, there are
more than 700. With the present
facilities, the program has reached
a maximum capacity and is looking
for room to grow.
“It is hard to imagine what our
engineering program has become
considering where we started."
Padnos said. “In the beginning, our
program was housed in the top two
flood; of the Eberhard Center. ...
and soon we will have a state-ofthe art facility to call home.”
Paul D. Plotkowski, dean of the
Padnos College of Engineering and
Computine. oversaw the official

groundbreaking of the building.
Granholm held on to a rope
attached to a wall with the assistance
of GVSU engineering students,
Board of Trustees members and
community leaders. Together the
group pulled the rope until sections
of the brick wall toppled over,
revealing a large depiction of the
future John C. Kennedy Hall of
Engineering.
The John C. Kennedy Hall of
Engineering is a $-16 million project,
funded by a $12 million state grant
and the remaining $4 million to be
received through private capital
donations. The three-story, 51.800square-foot building will provide
expanded space for mechanical
and computing laboratories, faculty

offices and classrooms.
The new building will bear
the name of John C. Kennedy,
President of Autocam Corporation
and the lead financial donor for the
project.
“I have invested in Math and
Science education as the future
of our society," Kennedy said.
“Engineering workers are the next
generation of leadership, and they
have a responsibility to be better
than our global competitors.”
The John C. Kennedy Hall of
Engineering will open for students
and faculty by the Fall semester
of 2007, said James Moyer of
Facilities Services. The project will
also include a partial renovation of
the Eberhard Center.

HEALTH
continued from page A3
are reluctant toconvey scientific
data to members of faith, while
scientists often will not admit their
theological beliefs, he added.
“Surprisingly, most clergy
members have not caught on
to the fact that there are real
health improvements found in
religious activity," Koenig said.
“Regardless, they continue to
spread positive messages within
their respective communities.”
Additional factors, including
prayer and reading of sacred texts,
were more difficult to examine.
Koenig said elderly individuals
that are near death will often

increase activities such as praying.
At this point, he added, there is no
sound evidence that these actions
improve health, since the people
were afflicted with terminal
illnesses.
“National experts communicate
to both the religious and scientific
communities,” said Dr. Kent
Bottles, president and CEO of the
Grand Rapids Medical Education
and Research Center for Health
Professions. “Events such as these
help us understand why the two
do not always agree with each
other.”
With a large population of
conservative Christians in West
Michigan, the conflict between
faith and science continues to be

on the local agenda, said Melissa
Peraino, an event coordinator
from the GVSU department of
Continuing Education.
Michael Ruse, a professor
of philosophy at Florida State
University, will further examine
the widely debated issue of
creationism versus evolution with
a presentation on Oct. 20. The
speech will take place at 7 p.m. in
the Eberhard Center
The Autumn Health Forum will
conclude on Nov. 16 when Michael
Gazzaniga, president-elect of the
American Psychological Society,
will present “The Ethical Brain
and the State of Neuroscience in
2005." For more information, visit
http://www.gvsu.edu/ahf

B
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Tennis teams face mixed results on court
By Jayson Bussa

Men’s club water polo beat
three teams recently. The
team defeated Michigan State
University and the University
of Notre Dame in the Miami,
Ohio and Northwestern
tournament finals. The team
then beat the varsity squad from
Gannon University.

CVL Staff Writer

5
GVSU women's club lacrosse
beat Michigan State University
S-2 and Western Michigan
University 7-6. The team,
however, posted a loss to
Central Michigan University 710. The Lakers played all three
games in one Saturday.

1
GVSU hockey holds the No.
1 spot in the Great Lakers
Intercollegiate Hockey
Association. They also land No.
8 in the American Collegiate
Hockey Association rankings.
Michigan State University
currently holds the top spot.

CVL / tUte Brown

Reaching for it: Sophomore Stefanie Prociv lunges for the ball during a
windy Saturday match against Saginaw Valley State University. The Lakers
defeated SVSU 7-2.

The women’s tennis team of
Grand Valley State University
has been bree/ing through the fall
season with win after win, but
ranked competition has served as
their speed bump.
Meanwhile, the men’s tennis
team of GVSU found their long
trip to Shepherdstown, W.Va. last
weekend was well worth it as they
came out with a victory.
The women’s overall record
is 8-2, but their only two losses
have come at the hands of ranked
opponents.
"There is a little bit of frustration
because we’re not getting the job

done,’’ senior Alison Koopsen said.
Their first loss came on Sept.
27 when the Lakers were handed
a lopsided 6-0 loss at the hands
of ranked Northwood University.
Northwood was ranked No. 15 and
remains in that slot currently.
"They have all talented, foreign
players,” Koopsen said. “1 think we
were all just a little intimidated in
that match.”
The little success at the hands
of ranked opponents was apparent
even before the fall season when
the Lakers finished off the spring
leg of their season on May 6 with a
5-1 loss to Ferris State University.
On Oct. 8, the Lakers continued
their string of bad luck with ranked
opponents, and the Bulldogs with
a 6-3 loss to Ferris State in Big

Rapids, Mich.
At the singles flights, the
Koopsen sisters fueled an effort to
gam team points, but the rest of the
flights did not follow.
Alison Koopsen defeated No.
22 Molly Basha at the first singles
flight by scores of 4-6, 6-2, 6-2.
Audrey Koopsen also cleaned
up down at sixth singles as she
defeated Jennifer Prisner by scores
of 4-6,6-2,64.
"It was personally my best
performance against Ferris,” Alison
Koopsen said. "I was really happy
with it.”
Audrey Koopsen also paired
with Jenna Killips at third doubles
to give GVSU their third and final
SEE TENNIS, B4

'Hey, hey, hey, goodbye'
SVSU watches perfect record disappear

1,558
GVSU quarterback Cullen
Finnerty has cumulated 1,558
rushing yards as a Laker. His
71 yards against Ferris State
University helped place him
in the overall No. 17 spot on
GVSU’s all-time list. Running
back Astin Martin is No. 2 on
the list for rushing averages
in the GLIAC with 120.7.
Kicker Scott Greene is first in
scoring averages with 8.3 in the
GLIAC.

*
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Women's
soccer is
taking names
By Dan Kilian Jr.
GVL Staff Writer
While the Grand Valley
State University football
and volleyball teams have
received all the press, and
rightfully so, the women’s
soccer team has become lost
somewhere in the mix. The
Lakers have far exceeded
expectations this season and
are off to an incredible start.
The Lakers are 4-0 in the
GLIAC conference, 13-1
overall, and are ranked No.

8 in the nation. They now
head to play their final road
games of the season, and if
they come back unscathed,
they have a good shot at
finishing the season with
only one loss.
Even more spectacular
than the team’s record has
been the play of freshman
goalkeeper Kristina
Nasturzio. The team is
13-0 when she is in net,
and she has made some
spectacular saves to help
keep her record spotless. If
she continues her dominant
play in the net, this team
could be unstoppable
come playoff time. With
Nasturzio in net and the
offensive players the Lakers
have been showing off all
year, this team could easily
make a case to be ranked
higher than No. 8.
The girls have had the
most surprising season of
any team at GVSU so far,
and deserve the recognition.
The girls have outscored
their opponents 57-6 this
year and have played some
of the top defense in the
OLIAC...

Want to read more?
Visit www.lanthom.com
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Running away with it: junior Mark Catlin carries the ball during Saturday's game against the Saginaw Valley State University Cardinals.

GVSU football wins
gridiron battle, holds
on to No. 1 rank

By Sarah Hawley
GVL Sports Editor
Students arrived two and a half
hours early to get seats Saturday
night, some with painted upper
torsos and blue hair. Hours later
and ten degrees cooler, those same
students rowed back and forth 31
times and chanted “Hey, hey. hey,
goodbye.”
The Red Zone loaded up the
bus and added themselves to
Grand Valley State University
football’s list of defeated teams as

the No. 1 Lakers ran over No. 4
Saginaw Valley State University
31-10 at home.
It was not just tough defense
or a soaring offense that put
GVSU over the top, but the peer
motivation of all the blue gear.
“It’s amazing. It’s like an
absolute circus," said GVSU
head coach Chuck Martin. “Our
kids have a tough time. [Butl it’s
family at Grand'Valley. Show me
this atmosphere on the map. ”
Out of 50 finishing yards for
four touchdowns and one safety —
Laker running back Ryan Hukill
had three of tlxwe touchdowns for
a career high.
After being behind for most of
the first half due to a SVSU 43-

yard field goal, the Lakers went
on a scaring run, beginning with
Hukill His first end zone sprint
came with less than ten minutes
to go in the second quarter. Hukill
ran 5 yards to the end zone, to
finish off a 44-yard drive.
Before Hukill hit pay dirt again,
quarterback Cullen Finnerty took
his turn at a 5-yard six point run.
The Lakers were up 14-7. and
kicker Scott Greene nailed the
first two of his three completed
field goals.
Hukill was back for another
touchdown late in the third. A
29-yard run to the end zone and
a cleared path provided another
advantage on the Laker end.
Now with a 17 point lead.

the Laker
half
of
the
crowd
was
stomping,
screaming, frozen
and hungry
for
more.
“They [GVSU
students] did a heck
of a job up there,”
Finnerty said. “It helped us out
a lot Eventually we got things
going in the second half.”
Finnerty left little room for
error, connecting on 11 of 19
passes for 162 yards compared
to Cardinal quarterback Chris
Daugherty, who landed just 19 of
29 passes for 155 yards.
With 7:20 left in the game,
GVSU punted the ball and put

Saginaw on their own 5-yard line.
The Cardinals started the play,
but hesitated just a split second
too long — defensive-end Mike
McFadden sacked the QB for a
safety. Two more points for the
home team.
Then came Hukill’s third
touchdown, an 11-yard run,
followed by a two- point
SEE FOOTALL, B4

Blue team swims to victory over White squad
By Andy Hamilton
GVL Staff Writer
The commotion outdoors
in Allendale on Saturday was
from the brisk fall wind blowing
out of the west. Inside GVSU’s
Fieldhouse, the noisy whistles
and howls belonged to the
athletes.
The Grand Valley State
University
swimming
and
diving teams opened its 2005
season with the Blue and White
Intrasquad Meet.
Both men
and women were divided into
two teams and competed in 20
events for family and friends.
Members of each team lined the
walls with homemade signs for
the competition. But the slogan,
“White is outta sight," could not
stop the Blue squad from earning
the win with 3,163 points.
Individual races for the day
included the 50-, 150- and 400yard freestyle. 50-yard races
in the breaststroke, backstroke
and butterfly, and 100-yard
individual medley^. The final

race of the afternoon was a 200yard freestyle relay of teams
mixed with men and women.
The Blue and White teams also
competed in one and three-meter
dives.
It was a relaxed and informal
atmosphere between races, with
swimmers wandering through
the stands to visit with family
and friends. But, whistles and
screams filled the muggy, pool
air once swimmers left the
starting blocks, something senior
Dan Felix said was common for
the squad.
"We’re usually really loud
during
races.”
Felix
said.
“Especially right before the
national anthem when we do our
cheers.”
Felix was a part of the team
that won the mixed relay and
also took first the men’s 50-yard
freestyle with a time of 23.08
seconds
A big part of the day for the
veterans of both teams was
watching the incoming freshman
compete for the first time. Felix
} ‘

said the team knew they had
some young talent and they
expect the freshman to really help
at conference. Senior Mackenzie
Mikulenas, also a member of the
mixed relay and the women’s
winner of the 50-yard freestyle,
had similar expectations for the
young swimmers.
“We were anxious to see the
freshman today." Mikulenas said.
“.Now we just need everyone
healthy. We have six swimmers
that are not at full strength.”
A number of meet records
were broken on Saturday.
Freshman Jenna Thayer swam
the 100-yard individual medley
in 1:03.11, and also set a record
time of 27.48 seconds in the
50-yard butterfly.
Another
freshman on the women’s team.
Danielle Buglio, set a record for
the 50-yard backstroke in 29.57
seconds.
On the men’s side, sophomore
Evan Kobes swam the 50-yard
backstroke in a record time of
25.26 seconds._______________ _
.

SEE SWIM, B4
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Step it up: The women of the GVSU Swimming and Diving team prepare to dive
in The Intrasquad meet was held this Saturday in the fieldhouse.
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Cheer teams jump start crowds
By Ross Andtrson

GVL Staff Writer

CVL / Kate Brown
Pumping up the crowd: There was much to cheer for during Saturday's game
as the Lakers defeated Saginaw Valley State 31-10. GVSU ranked No. 1 in
I Division II football prior to the game

To keep up the energy and
enthusiasm at all Grand Valley
State University’s home football
and basketball games, the coed
and all-girl cheerleading squads are
there every step of the way.
They are on the field during
the whole game, with each squad
rotating between endzones, tossing
each other up into the air and
making a racket for the fans.
Even though the coed and all
girls teams are two separate squads,
they often practice at the same time
and place.
While the coed team cheers at
men’s basketball games and goes
to some away games, the women’s
team performs at the women’s
basketball games, said coach
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Brandy Hausman. Both teams offer
entertainment for the crowd at the
tootball games, however.
But their skills show oft the
playing field as well. They have a
competitive season in the winter
and early spring. Last year, the
team went to Nationals in Daytona,
Fla., for the first time ever. The coed
squad came away with a seventhplace finish in then division, and
the all-girls team ended at No. 5.
This year, the teams look to top
those marks.
“I think last year was a good
learning (experience!,” said Craig
Bettis, speaking of the coed team.
“We took seventh overall. I think
we can do better.
“Our overall goal this year is
to make it into the final, but I’m
shooting for a top tliree finish. We
realistically can get second or third.
We want to make some noise down

By Sarah Hawley
GVL Sports Editor
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Grand Valley State University
women’s
rugby
won
the
Grand
Rapids
Tournament
championship on Saturday when
the team beat Western Michigan
University 6-0 in the final match.
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“You have more body control
in this sport than you do in any of
the other sports that I’ve played,
and I’ve played football, baseball
and basketball,” Slusar/yk said
‘The balance and stuff that you
have to deal with, and it’s a lot of
determination because you see
what someone else gets, and you
have u> get it. You’ve got to know
how you can balance someone on
top of you and balance yourself,
plus walk with them.”
It’s the mastery of balance skills
and both teams’ determination
that has Hausman excited about a
developing season.
"They have so much potential,
and I have high expectations for
Nationals,” she said. “I know how
great they are: I just can’t wait for
everyone else to see it too.”

Women's rugby wins tourney

Cottonwo<ty Now Available!
Forest
Apartments Starting at $220.00/person
In Jenrson (Near Mcijc‘r)

there.”
Both squads have to fundraise,
Bettis said. To go to nationals, they
must pay a $10,000 entry fee. They
also have to pay for most equipment
and transportation to away games.
The only away fcxstball game the
coed squad will go to is against
Northwood University.
“When I did it in high school, 1
compared it a lot to football,” said
Ryan Slusar/yk, member of the
coed team. “I came home every
day with bloody lips, black eyes. I
got a broken nose once. In football.
I hurt limbs, but never my face. We
put our life out there. I’ve dove for
girls to catch them "
Slusar/yk and some of his male
teammates, who were all former
football players, said that they were
disappointed with the scrutiny that
male cheerleaders get for doing
what is actually a very difficult

Due to a large roster, the
Lakers split their squad into two
teams — A (Blue) and B (Black).
The A team came away with
the tournament title at Douglas
Walker Park in Byron Center.
The games began at 10:30 a.m.
and run until the championship
at 4 p.m.
“Overall, they (A team] were
on the ball,” said Jen Heady,
member of the B team. “The back
line was working well. They are
real fast, and it works to their
advantage.”
GVSU hit two field goals
for three points each en route
to the win over Western. Kicker
Michelle Boiteau hit the mark
with both kicks, one in the first
half and one in the second.
The normal 40-minute halves
were moved back to 20-minutes
halves for tournament play.
Aside from two GVSU teams
and Western Michigan. Central
Michigan University and a FlintGrand Rapids Club team played.
The Flint club team was made
up of college graduates who
still wanted to participate in the
sport.
The GVSU A team beat WMU
22-0 in the first round. Then went
on to take the victory over the
other GVSU squad 50-7.

“Western is a good team,"
Heady said. “If anything, just the
communication between |eaeh
other), where the balls going to
go and whose going to tackle was
what we needed to work on.” 1
Junior and third season player,
Angela Morrison said these
games were good on two levejs
— playing time and an insight fa
team improvement.
“(They] gave the rookie*
more playing time," she said. “Jt
gave the coaches a chance to loolC
at the B side to see how they’J^
improving and what (they] nei$
to work on.”
IMorrison also said this ganje*
was a good insight to the comujg^
weekend when they will pl$t
WMU again. The Lakers play^C
home game Oct. 22 at 11 a.m. -1
The Lakers enjoyed th»:£
tournament just because th*£
got to play a lot, said Heady. Sfitr
explained that on the weeketfcF
they have two games schedul&F
so both their squads have a chan£t£
to play. But recently, the secomC
team has canceled the game. * *
“It was a good tournament,”
Heady said. “Good for the extra
game time before playoffs. And
the best way to learn the game is
to play it.”
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Sunni Arabs turn out in big numbers
Election day remains
peaceful with insurgents
only attacking five of
Baghdad’s 1,200 polling
stations

By Lee Keath
Associated Press Writer

. ;
AP Photo / Karim Kadim
Lined up: Iraqi women wait in line to cast their vote in Iraq's constitutional referendum, in Baghdad, Iraq on Saturday.

BAGHDAD, Iraq - Sunni
Arabs voted in surprisingly high
numbers on Iraq’s new constitution
Saturday, many of them hoping to
defeat it in an intense competition
with Shiites and Kurds over
the shape of the nation’s young
democracy after decades of
dictatorship. With little violence,
turnout was more than 66 percent
in the three most crucial provinces.
The constitution still seemed
likely to pass, as expected. But the
large Sunni turnout made it possible
that the vote would be close or even
go the other way, and late Saturday
it appeared at least two of a required
three provinces might reject it by a
wide margin.
Washington
hopes
the
constitution will be approved so
that Iraqis can form a legitimate,
representative government, tame
the insurgency and enable the
150,(XX) U.S. troops to begin to
withdraw.
After polls opened at 7 am.,
whole families turned out at voting
stations, with parents carrying
young children, sometimes in
holiday clothes. Men and women
lined up by the hundreds in some
places or kept up a constant traffic
into heavily bunkered polls, dressed
in their best in suits and ties or
neatly pressed veils — or in shorts
and flip-flops, weary from the day’s
Ramadan fast. “I’m 75 years old.
Everything is finished for me. But
I’m going to vote because I want a
good future for my children.” Said
Ahmad Fliha said after walking up
a hill with the help of a relative and
a soldier to a polling site in Haditha,
a western Sunni town.
Some 9 million Iraqis cast
ballots, election officials said,
announcing a preliminary turnout
estimate of 61 percent.
In Baghdad, men counted
votes by lanterns because the
electricity was out in parts of the
city. Results were written on a
chalkboard. Outside. Iraqi soldiers
huddled in a courtyard, breaking
their fast. Northeast of the capital,
in Baqouba, men sat around long
tables, putting "yes” votes in one
pile and “no” votes in another.

A day that U.S. and Iraqi leaders north of Baghdad.
By late Saturday, Salahuddin
f eared could become bloody turned
out to be the most peaceful in appeared to be neanng a two-thirds
months, amid a heavy clampdown “no” vote after an overwhelming
by U.S.-Iraqi forces across the showing at the polls in Tikrit,
Saddam’s hometown, where some
country.
Insurgents attacked five of election officials said 90 percent of
Baghdad’s 1200 polling stations, the voters cast ballots There were
wounding seven voters, but there no figures on Ninevah or Diyala,
were no suicide bombings or other but those are considered harder for
major attacks. Four Iraqi soldiers Sunnis to win.
were reported killed by attacks far
Each of those provinces has a
from polling sites — compared to Sunni Arab majority, but they also
the more than 100 attacks that hit have significant Shiite or Kurdish
Competition
was
January parliamentary elections, minorities.
fierce in all three, w ith some of the
killing more than 40 people.
"The constitution is a sign highest turnout rates in the country
— well above 66 percent. In the
of civilization,” Prime Minister
Ibrahim al-Jaalan said after casting south, Shiite women in head-to-toe
his ballot. "This constitution has veils and men emerged from the
come after heavy sacrifices. It is a poll stations Hashing victory signs
with fingers stained with violet ink
new birth.”
The country’s Shiite majority to show they had voted, apparently
— some 60 percent of its estimated responding in mass to the call by
27 million people — and the their top cleric. Grand Ayatollah Ali
al-Sistani, to support the charter.
Kurds — another 20 percent —
‘Today,
I
largely
support
came to vote
the approximately
because I am
1 40 - artic 1 e
“I am going to vote
tired of terrorists,
charter,
which
because I want a good
and I want the
provides
them
future for my children.”
country to be
with autonomy in
safe again,” said
the northern and
Zeinab
Sahib,
southern regions
SAID AHMAD FLIHA
a
30-year-old
where they are
mother of three,
concentrated.
one of the first
The Sunni Arab
minority, which dominated the voters at a school in the mainly
country under Saddam Hussein Shiite neighborhood of Karrada in
and forms the backbone of the Baghdad.
In Tikrit, Saddam’s hometown,
insurgency, widely opposes the
voting was intense.
draft, convinced its federalist
"This constitution was written
system will tear the country into
Shiite and Kurdish mini-states in by people who are loyal to Iran
the south and north, leaving Sunnis rather than being loyal to Iraq,”
said Hassan Maajoun, 60. reflecting
in an impoverished center.
Most Sunnis appeared to be some Shiites’ deep suspicion of
voting “no” even after one major Sunni ties to neighboring Iran.
Voting was just as heated in the
party, the Iraqi Islamic Party, came
out in support of the draft because smaller Shiite towns in the southern
last-minute amendments promised part of the province as they raced to
Sunnis the chance to try to change stop the Sunnis short. After placing
the ballots in the plastic boxes
the charter later.
“We have entered the political at the polling centers. Iraqis had
process now because our rights the forefinger of their right hands
were being usurped by others who marked with violet ink to prevent
have marginalized us.” said Sunni repeat voting.
While turnout was high in the
Hazem Jassim, 45, referring to
mixed areas, Shiites in the south
Iraq’s other factions.
The bar for Sunni opponents and Kurds in their autonomous
to defeat the constitution is high: enclave in the north showed less
They must get a two-thirds “no” enthusiasm, with fewer than 66
vote in any three of Iraq’s 18 percent of voters showing up in
provinces. They were likely to most of the provinces in those areas
— likely reflecting the feeling that
reach that threshold in the vast
Sunni heartland of Anbar province a “yes” vote was a sure bet there.
in the west. They must snatch the Less than a third of voters in the
two others among the provinces region around the city of Ameriyah
of Salahuddin, Ninevah or Diyala, bothered to show up.

Despite sun, flood threats remain in Northeast
By Michael
Kunzelman
*l

Associated Press Writer

; WORCESTER, Mass. _
Severe flooding swept away
cars, uprooted trees and forced
evacuations as the Northeast
endured another day of driving
rain Saturday. But in some
places, there was good news _
tjie sun was shining.
'-Forecasters expected strong
winds overnight but said the
worst of the heavy rain appeared
to be over. Parts of the Northeast
liave endured more than a foot
<Sf rain since Oct. 7.
I “We need the sun and the
IJreeze to dry it up a bit, to
$art raising the spirits of
the residents,” said Harry
Conover, director of emergency
management in New Jersey’s
ifclonmouth County. “These
(Seople have been going through
this all week and they haven’t
ieen the sun in a long time.”
•; Flooding kept roads and
Ijighways shut down Saturday,
halted
train
service
and
prompted Massachusetts Gov.
Mitt Romney to declare a state
<jf emergency, following the
lead of New Jersey and New
Hampshire. The death toll

rose to 11 when a 75-year-old
Connecticut man was swept
away by rushing water at a
campground. Four people in
New Hampshire also have
been missing for a week. In
Massachusetts
alone,
the
flooding was estimated to have
caused more than $6.5 million
in damage. Romney said.
Though the worst rain was
over, the region was not out of
danger. Flood warnings were
in effect in Massachusetts,
New Jersey, Rhode Island,
Connecticut
and
New
Hampshire as rivers swelled
and officials worried that dams
might burst.
“We probably got three
months of rain in this past week,"
said Kerry Flaherty, director
of emergency management in
Connecticut.
Amtrak canceled service in
parts of the Northeast Corridor
because of high water on the
tracks, and flooded highways
snarled traffic from Connecticut
to New Hampshire. Hundreds
of residents were evacuated as
rivers overflowed their banks
and covered roadways.
“Our whole first floor is
gone.” said Kay O’Malley, of
Spring Lake, N.J., where the
sun finally peeked through the

clouds.
O’Malley and
her
11year-old
daughter
Meghan
took a canoe to their house to
try to salvage some of their
belongings. Flooding in central
Massachusetts swept
away
about 30 cars in an industrial
area of Worcester and forced
a police officer to climb out
his cruiser’s window to escape
the rising water. Two or three
boxcars in’ a city rail yard also
were lifted up by the flooding
and pushed into the street,
police said. Floodwaters were
reported as high as 7 feet in
some areas.
Worcester
resident
Eric
Plikunas, 22, and his family
sought refuge at Doherty
Memorial High School after the
roof caved in on his apartment.
“I thought I was dreaming. I
woke up and my girlfriend was
lying in a puddle of water,” he
said.
On Interstate 91 just south
of Springfield, traffic backed up
for miles after deep water forced
officials to close the highway in
both directions. The southbound
lane reopened within hours
and the northbound lanes was
expected to open late Saturday.
Peter Judge, a spokesman
for the Massachusetts EMA,

AP Photo / lose F. Moreno
Cleaning up: Ann Crawshaw, walks along her backyard, as she dries off damage furniture from her home in Spring
Lake, N.). on Saturday_______________________________________________________________________________

said the agency was prepared
to evacuate 6,000 people from
Southbridge should dams near
the town burst. Southbridge
is in central Massachusetts,
just north of the Connecticut
border.
In Rhode Island, firefighters

in Johnston traveled down one
street on a motorized boat.
Dams in Exeter and Coventry
were damaged.
In New Hampshire, many of
the 1,300 residents evacuated
last weekend from Keene
returned home Saturday, but a

500-foot mudslide shut down
part of Route 123.
“There’s water in the road,
water in the basement, literally
all over the state,” said Jim Van
Dongen, spokesman for the
New Hampshire Emergency
Management Office.

CM offering SUV, pickup truck buyers $500 gas cards
By Jim Irwin
*

Associated Press Writer

• DETROIT
- General
Motors Corp., looking for
a jump-start to sales that
have stalled since its popular
omployee discount pricing
program ended, is offering a
$500 gas card with the purchase
<Jf a 2005 or 2006 mid- or
ftill-size pickup or SUV, the
Automaker said Saturday.

The world’s No. 1 automaker
also is reviving a program
that allows customers who
already lease GM products to
get out of their contracts up to
six months early, if the lease
expires between Nov. I and
April 30.
Both
offers
are
good
through the end of October,
GM spokesman Joe Jacuzzi
said.
“Our dealers are getting a
limited number of (gas) cards
4

to support some of the local
marketing promotions," he
said. “This is a tool for dealers
to use at their discretion —
another tool in their tool box.”
Gas cards will be allotted to
dealers based on their sales
history, Jacuzzi said. He
declined to provide specific
numbers, citing competitive
reasons.
The Detroit Free Press
reported Saturday that the
latest round of promotions

also includes an additional
$500 on existing rebates
for 2006 full-sized pickups.
Jacuzzi confirmed the gas
card offer and the lease pullahead program but said he was
not familiar with any plans to
increase existing rebates.
GM in June became the
first of the Big Three to let
customers pay the employee
price
for vehicles. Sales
skyrocketed 46.7 percent that
month, prompting Ford Motor

Co. and DaimlerChrysler AG’s
Chrysler Group to match the
offer in July.
The
program
boosted
GM showroom traffic until
September, when inventories
became depleted and sales
dropped 24.2 percent. When
its employee discount program
ended Sept. 30. GM lowered
the prices on 30 of its 76
models and added features to
other models to make them
more competitive.

GM sales were down 57
percent in the first nine days
of October compared with
year-ago levels, according to
Power Information Network,
a division of J.D. Power and
Associates.
GM lost $1.4 billion in the
first half of 2005 and is to
announce third-quarter results
Monday. Analysts expect the
automaker to lose $450 million
in the July-September period,
the Free Press reported.
-f
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Death toll in Pakistan quake nears 40,000
By Tini Tran
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo / lefteris Pitarakis
Desperate for food: Pakistanis wait in line to receive food as aid, under heavy rain in the town of Bagh, in Pakistani
Kashmir, Sunday. Following the Oct. 8th devastating earthquake and with the death toll believed to be more than
35,000, Pakistan is concentrated on helping the millions left homeless and the tens of thousands that were injured,
before the heavy winter comes.
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BALAKOT, Pakistan
The death toll from Pakistan’s
earthquake rose sharply to nearly
40.1XX) on Saturday, with the
president wanting the numbers
could jump still higher as relief
teams reach more villages in the
endless folds of the Himalayan
mountains.
Homeless survivors searched
desperately for blankets and tents
to brace against temperatures
that dropped to 46 degrees. The
suddenly cold weather in some
hard-hit areas was an ominous sign
that winter was fast approaching
— with thousands of villagers still
cut off from any aid whatsoever a
week after the magnitude 7.6 quake
hit the region.
The heavy rain began early
Saturday and continued past
daybreak
Sunday
in
many
stricken towns and snow fell in the
surrounding mountains, disrupting
efforts to help an estimated 2
million people still lacking shelter.
Only 18,(XX) tents have been
distributed so far to house them.
Pakistani Prime Minister Shaukat
Aziz said Saturday.
With temperatures down to 46
degrees and torrential rains that
continued past sunrise on Sunday,
the hard-hit town of Bagh became
a rain-soaked nightmare for victims
streaming in from nearby villages
seeking help from aid groups.

-12

team point. Audrey Ktxipsen
and Killips defeated FSU’s Jenna
O’Dell anil Prisner by a score of
8-3.
Jaime Oppenlander gave Ferris
State’s Ann Grant a run for her
money by taking their match in to
tie breaker in the second set. but
Oppenlander finally fell by scores
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MushaiTaf said the grim numbers
— estimated by the military at
38,000 dead and 62,000 injured
in Pakistan alone — were likely
to get worse in the coming days as
rescue teams reach more villages.
The official toll in Pakistan,
which previously stixxl at 25,0(X),
rose sharply because more btdies
have been pulled from the rubble
in recent days, army officials said.
“1 think it will keep rising when we
go into the valleys,” the president
said at a news conference in
Rawalpindi, near the capital.
On Saturday, the prime minister
made it clear that shelter was now
the priority.
"We need tents, tents, tents
and prefab housing,” Aziz told
reporters.
Officials say 200,000 houses
were destroyed by the quake. Aziz
also said officials were planning an
international donors’ conference
to be held within the next week in
Geneva.
He estimated that rebuilding
Pakistan would cost “close to $5
billion.”
Pakistan’s Interior Ministry
on Saturday ordered that visas be
granted free-of-charge to all relief
workers and doctors coming to help
for the next three months. Already
2,873 emergency personnel from
61 countries have flooded in. the
ministry said. While U.N. officials
have estimated the reconstruction
would take 10 years, “we think it
would be faster,” it said.

of 4-6,7-6 (7-4).
Lindsay Grimmer (2nd). Killips
(3rd) and Zellner (4th) all fell in
their respective flights in two sets.
On Saturday, the Lakers defeated
Saginaw Valley State University by
a score of 7-2.

handed Evan Litton a one-sided
victory of 6-2,6-2.
Scott Gregory continued the
success in the singles flights with
his 6-2,6-0 victory at fourth singles
while Jim Fanner defeated Andy
Bosco at fifth singles by a score of
64,64.
Finally,
Justin
Sauerbrey
handled Scott Hasenei at sixth
singles by a scores of 61,6-0.
The Lakers also took first and
second singles flights to contribute
to their team total while they
dropped the third doubles flight
match.
The men won’t see competition
on the court until early March when
they go on their Spnng Break tnp
to Orlando, Fla. to kick off the
pnmary leg of their season.

Ding trip successful
The Laker men pounced on
Shepherd University and handed
them a 7-2 loss.
The only singles flight that the
Lakers stumbled on was the first
when Kyle Dehne fell to Casey
Moser by scores of 6-4,7-5.
The Lakers dominated the rest
of the singles competition.
Second singles Adam Sandusky
defeated David Seifarth 6-3, 63 while third singles Nirun Raju

FOOTBALL

Onlv $6.00
t »

On Saturday, similar problems
were found in Balakot, where
25-year-old Mohammed Qassim
took shelter from the rain under
the corrugated roof of a collapsed
building.
He was searching desperately
for a tent to keep his live children,
as well as the families of his two
brothers, reasonably warm.
"For the sake of God, please
give me one tent so that three
families can live” he recalled telling
aid groups, most of which appear
to have run completely out ot tents.
"They said no.” He’s hoping to at
least get plastic sheets.
"We distributed 1 .(XX) tents
yesterday but we have tun out,”
said Farhi Butt, who partly owns a
telecommunication company that
had rushed aid to Balakot.
He had resorted to cutting up
plastic signs and distributing them
in sheets.
"They’re waterpnxif,” he said.
"It’s not what they’re made for, but
it will help the people survive for
right now.”
Helicopter relief flights
—
which have been ferrying supplies
into the quake zone and ferrying
out the injured — were halted for
about 90 minutes Saturday morning
before resuming, except to Balakot
where the weather was particularly
bad. That left hundreds of injured,
cold and terrified people waiting by
the helipad, hoping for the weather
to clear.
President
Gen.
Pervez

Frirlrnes Rue., Grrnduille

616-459-3409

616-534-6038

“Heritage Town Square

mSmStmmm Do you have friends
whosedrinking or drug use worries you?

continued from page B1
conversion from quarterback
Jeff Dock.
Power shortages were
nonexistent for the Lakers,
whether it was the fans, teammates,
coaches or bitter rivals fusing the
energy.
"The hardest part was to stay
focused,” McFadden said. “We
knew there was going to be a large
crowd. They (SVSU) have a good
quarterback. We played hard and
read them well.”
SVSU only hit the end zone
one time off a 19-play drive when
running back Logan Barnhart ran
1 yard for a touchdown. The strong
Laker defensive-line caused for
two fumbles and intercepted two
passes as well.
“We didn’t bring our A-game
today." said SVSU right end Dan
Fixirocy. "They |GVSU) made
the plays. We have to regroup
ourselves and hopefully we’ll see

SWIM
continued from page R1
The one- and three-meter
diving competitions featured
sophomore Lindsay Schrock,
juniors Jennifer Hillson and
Raelyn Prelewitz, and for the
men, sophomore Joel Overway.
Prelewitz took first in both
events, scoring a 118.80 in the
one-meter and a 133.43 in the
three-meter.
The record-breaking times

75% o{j (f% students dr/nd moderated^, or not at add.

them again.”
GVSU broke the Cardinals
down on all levels.
On defense, SVSU gave up
37 points in the last six games —
almost the amount of the Lakers’
total score Saturday night.
On offense, GVSU posted 350
yards on the offensive end, while
SVSU had just 241 yards.
In terms of records, GVSU sits
at a 7-0 overall record and SVSU
dropped to 6-1 on the season.
In terms of fans, 14, 472 of
them packed Lubber’s stadium for
this game. It was the second largest
crowd in history, next to the game
against Ferris State University.
Last year, only 6,325 fans showed
up to HRW Memorial Stadium
at the University Center for the
GVSU and SVSU match-up.
Martin said the best part was
“running the ball and playing
defense.” He added they played
great defense and “these boys got
a chance to win.”

were good news for the people
in the stands, as well. Each time
a meet record was set. those in
attendance were entered to win
$200 worth of airline tickets.
The winner of the raffle will be
drawn during a meet later in the
season.
GVSU has two meets next
weekend. On Friday, the Lakers
travel to Michigan State for
a 5 p.m. event, then return to
Allendale on Saturday for relay
and diving competitions.

LEGAL HELP IS HERE
Tolle& Walsh PLC
STATEWIDE REPRESENTATION

If so,

suggest that they consider the

Free initial consultation.

S|H|

Pathways to Recovery 12-Step meetings just for Women.

• MIPs
"

• DRUNK DRIVING
• CRIMINAL, CIVIL MATTERS

Fighting for your rights.

Meetings are Wednesdays at 3pm 4 jp ,/* * %B|5
in the Oakland/Liberty House of Grand Valley Apartments

Michael G. Walsh
GVSU Adjunct Professor
8 West Walton Avenue
Muskegon, Ml 49440

(There’sa meeting just for men also,at 6pm on Wed in the same bidding.)

TOLL-FREE: 866-726-1400
l
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MARKETPLACE
Ad Rates for Student*

Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax
number is 616-331-2465. Office
hours:
9-4, Monday through
Friday.

faculty and staff: First 20 words
$4 minimum charge, then 25 cents

par additional wort, payable in

advance.
To l*?*®08' undeftine. italicize

capitalize worts in your classi
fied, add 10 cents per wbrd. Tbbox
ad:

S3 00

The Grand Valley Lanthom
reserves the right to edit or reject

extra.

frequency

$0.50/word
$0.45/word
$0.40/word
$ / O minimum charge per insertion

3-4 Issue
5+ Issue

OPPORTUNITIES
CONGRATULATIONS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Awesome Options offers free
and confidential pregnancy
testing/options advising.
In
Jenision, across from Meijer
and Fazoli’s. Mondays: 12-9
p.m., Tuesdays: 3-6 p.m., W/Th:
by appointment.
677-2200
www.awesomeoptions.com
Bahamas Spring Break Cruise!
5 Days from $299! Includes
Meals, MTV Celebrity Parties!
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica
from $499!
Campus Reps
Needed!
PromoCode:31
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Student Organizations - Let the
Lanthorn know what your or
ganization is doing. If you have
an upcoming event, stop by the
Lanthorn office at 100 Com
mons and fill out a press re
or
email
lease,
Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love them.
Wish a friend good luck. Lift
someone’s spirits. Put it in writ
ing. Make it public. Lanthorn
personals are a great way to let
someone know you care. Call
616-331-2460 for more informa
tion.

Thursday issue is Tuesday at noon.

Classified word ads:First 20
words, $10 minimum charge. To
boldface, italicize or capitalize
words in your classified, add 10
cents per word. To box an ad:
$3.00 extra.

Bring or send your copy to the

Personals
Services

Advertising Deadlines

Wanted

Deadlines for Monday issue is
Friiday at noon. Deadlines for

Grand

Valley

Lanthom,

100

Commons
All classifieds must be paid in
advance until credit is established
Please contact us at the Grand
Valley Lanthom, 616-331-2460.

A word is defined as that which begins or ends with
a punctuation mark, hyphen, slash or space
(except prefixes and phone numbers).
Examples: "and/or"is two words; "www.lanthorn.com"
is three words; "not-for-profit organization"is four words.

DEPTS./NON-PROFIT

COMMERCIAL

2 Issue min.

Commercial Rates

Roommates

Automotive
Birthdays
Employment
For Sale

Monday, October 17, 2005

Housing
Miscellaneous

Advertising
Classifications:

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

Lost & Found
Notices

Standard of Acceptance

or

an

any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

Phone, Fax and Hours

Classified rates for students

B5

$0.45/word
$0.40/word
$0.35/word

SERVICES

EMPLOYMENT

HOUSING

HOUSING

MISCELLANEOUS

Try to serve Grand Valley and
the neighboring community?
Let the Lanthorn serve you by
placing your ad! Call 331-2460
to set up your ad.

PART TIME Excellent starting
pay. Flexible schedules and
scholarships available. Cus
tomer sales and service. Condi
tions exist. No telemarketing
and no door to door. Please call
Monday
through
Friday
616-257-8509 or apply at
www.workforstudents.com

2 bedroom 1 bath apartment lo
cated 2.5 miles from Grand Val
ley State University. Coin oper
ated laundry $500/month in
cludes water and sewer, 50%
discount on 1st month’s rent
Call (616)399-2269

Whether you’re selling, leasing,
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals ou have to offer!

Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn for
more information. 331-2460.

WANTED
Photo models needed - free
lance paid by job, 5’7” and
above, size 0-6 dresses, send
resume to al@alcooley.com or
call 856-0088

The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcom
ing school year. For more infor
mation and an application, stop
by the Lanthorn at 100 Com
mons or email business@lanthorn.com

Bartenders wanted. $250/day
potential. No experience neces
sary. Training provided. Age
18+ okay. Call 1-800-965-6520
ext. 226

Writers - Get published and get
paid. The Lanthorn accepts and
publishes articles about cam
pus issues and themes. If you
have one, email it to the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com

BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy birth
day. Tell the world for just $4.00
(student pricing). Stop by the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons,
for more details.

FOR SALE
Computers for sale Laptops
and Desktop $50, $100, $150,
$200, $250. Call 616-634-7554

EMPLOYMENT
Hiring servers - Brick House Bar
downtown. 245 N. Division. Ap
ply after 3pm Mon-Fri

Let Grand Valley know what
goodies you have to sell! Call
the Lanthorn to list your items
today! 331 -2460

Looking for help? Let the Lan
thorn set you up with people
who are looking for work! Call
331-2460 to get your search
started as soon as possible!

HOUSING
DUPLEX - ALLENDALE - ONLY
2MILES FROM GVSU! 3 BED.
2 BATHS, NEW EVERYTHING.
ONLY
$800/M0
CALL
862-3406.

ROOMMATES
Clean 4 bed, 1 3/4 bathroom
house, Downtown GR by the
zoo. $315 plus utilities, call
616-299-6690

American Realty specializes in
college housing and has over
50 houses in the greater Grand
Rapids area. From Walker to
East Grand Rapids to Eastown
to Kentwood, we have all totally
remodeled homes that fit to
day’s student! Are you tired of
overpriced, cramped campus
housing, or 100 year old homes
with outragous utility bills, poor
parking, and etc.? Go visit our
homes online and apply today
at
www.american-realty.net
(616)726-5700
Jenison - 2 bedroom/1 bath
Quiet community. 15 minutes
from downtown and Allendale.
$540-$690 includes utilities ex
cept electric. Cottonwood For
est Apts. 616-457-3714
Downtown/Standale 1 block
from GVSU bus stop, 3 bed
room home with: garage,
washer and dryer included,
basement, hard wood floors,
particially furnished, central air,
and patio. Safe neighborhood.
Available immediately reduced
to $900/month. Flexible lease
options. 228 Covell Ave, call
Bruce 616-893-4462

INTERNSHIPS
GVL Paid Internships * The
Grand Valley Lanthorn is offer
ing a limited number of paid in
ternships for fall: editorial illus
tration and graphic design; edi
torial assistant; business assis
tant; and advertising assistant.
Credit varies. Contact Melissa
Flores, business manager, or
A.J. Colley, editor in chief, at
the GVL office, 100 Commons.
No phone calls, please.

(Pranb Vallcp

Hantfjorit
100 Commons
331-2460
Comp in and fill out an application

LOST & FOUND
Lost & Found ads are FREE for
the 1st insertion!! 25 word maximum. Email Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

Seeking

MISCELLANEOUS
News Tips - The GV Lanthorn
editorial staff appreciates your
news tips and story ideas.
Please help us make news
available to the public. Email
your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu
Readers Caution - Ads appear
ing on this page may involve a
charge for phone calls, book
lets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution.

Editorial Cartoonist
Samples required
No strip cartoonist
Apply in person

MOTMAN'S
FARM MARKET

0-2717 Riverhill Dr.
Just 1 mile East of the GVSU Campus

Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach all those
other people in your same
situation. Call 331-2460 today
to set up your ad!

Great Tasting
Homegrown Apples Picked
Right From Our Trees.

Female roommate needed at
Campus View Apartments.
Utilities included! First month’s
rent is free! Call Stephanie at
(616)892-1894!

Farm Fresh Produce, At Great Prices!

NOW OPEN!!

SERVICES

Hours:
8am - 7pm
Closed Sunday
677-1525

Do you want the latest looks in
advance skin care? Ask me
about our exciting new Mary
Kay product line and how to re
ceive a complimentary facial to
day. Justine Jiambrone. Inde
pendent Beauty Consultant
(269)599-6119

i

Show your College I D. and Receive 10%
off your purchase of $5.00 or more.

Uoo#dn«_ for a

m housing?

HlLLCREST TOWNHOUSES

Grand Valley State University - Grand Rapids
University Club
5:00 pm • Tuesday • October 18 • 2005
Recruiting for Watt Disney World' Resort, FL
PRFSFNTATION ATTENDANCE IS REQUIRED I PREPARE ONLINE AT

disneycollegeprogram.com
Scheduling conflict? Visit our Web site for [xesent.ition options.

for

)485

48th Avenue, Suite
(616) 895-6060

Iheck out our new websites:
'wcountryplaceapartments.com
/ww.hillcresttownhouses.q

NOW LEASING*
>r Next School Ye-arf

9
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GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN
Monday, October 17, 2005

Michelle Pawlak, A&E Editor
arts@lanthorn.com

Riascos to tell stories at GV
By Mariy Slagter
CVL Staff Writer

The Grand Valley State
University Latin American Studies
program is celebrating Hispanic
Heritage Month with a presentation
of “The Angel and the Magic
Woman,” a storytelling lecture by
Jaime Riascos on Oct. 18 from 10
am to 11:30 a.m. in the CookDeWitt Auditonum.
Riascos, who is touring the
United States, will perform
traditional Latin American stones
including “Love and Madness,"’
“An Old Man with Enormous
Wings” and “The Legend of the
Magic Woman.”
Event Coordinator Khedija
Gadhoum
said
“Love
and
Madness” is a story brought by
Spanish Conquerors to Latin
America, showing why human
love is blind. “An Old Man with
Enormous Wings" is a story by the
Nobel Prize in literature winner
Gabriel Garcia Marquez., and "The
Legend of the Magic Woman”
is a traditional Latin American
story focusing on the masculine
and feminine stereotypes of Latin
American culture.

Gadhoum
said
Riascos’
performance is intended for
everyone to w itness the power and
importance of oral tradition through
traditional Latin American stories.
“In Latin America, oral tradition
is a part of life,” Gadhoum said.
“It is something that links people
across all cultural lines. It reflects
social, political and cultural groups
and is a nice alternative to simple
written history.”
Gadhoum
said
Riascos’
performance will aim to emphasize
the importance of oral tradition and
to bring diversity to the GVSU
campus.
“One of the most [ important |
things 1 hope his performance
will do is raise cultural awareness
at GVSU,” Gadhoum said. "The
performance is designed to reach
out to students who maybe haven’t
seen a Latin American speaker. The
idea is to bring a greater diversity to
our university ”
Gadhoum
said
another
important aspect of Riascos'
performance is to eliminate some of
the cultural stereotypes associated
w ith Latin American culture.
"The media portrays places like
Colombia as a culture centered on
drugs and violence.” Gadhoum

said. "This performance is a chance
to show some of the great and
posiuve things that are associated
with the Latin American culture
through their oral tradition.”
For those curious about what
a performance by Riascos is like,
Gadhoum said his performances
utilize humor, irony and full body
expression.
“Many
Latin
American
performers reflect humor in their
performances,” Gadhoum said.
“They can also be very sarcastic
by nature, as well as colorful in
their body expression. It’s all
very reflective of what the Latin
American culture is all about.”
While visiting GVSU, Riascos
will also conduct several workshops
and will speak to students in various
classes.
Riascos has published three
books, and while living in
California,
has
contributed
significantly to the American
Storytelling movement, according
to a press release.
Students are admitted free
to "The Angel and the Magic
Woman." For more information
on Riascos and the Latin American
Studies program visit http://www4.
gvsu.edu/las/.

Production perfect for kids
By Michelle Pawiak
GVL A&E Editor

Giggles and laughs from
children of all ages echoed
through Grand Rapids Civic
Theatre Thursday night at the
premiere of its newest production
“A Year with Frog and Toad.”
The musical is based on
the "Frog and Toad" series by
Arnold Lobel. It takes a year
long journey through the lives
of two best friends. Frog and
Toad, meeting many other fun
characters along the way.
The five person production
excelled in every aspect. From
costumes to the set. the play was
filled with creativity.
Steve Taber played Frog, the
older and wiser of the friends.

teaching Toad lessons throughout
the play. He mastered his
character, showing every aspect
of Frog from his light-hearted
side to his dispensing of wisdom.
Toad, played by Andrew
Schneider, was full of enthusiasm
and charm. Schneider used his
dancing and singing skills along
with fun facial expressions to
bring Toad from the pages of
books to a friend of the audience.
Three other actors filled the
roles of the different woodland
creatures from scene to scene.
Julia Freyer, Ginger Child Smith
and Stephen Grzybowski hopped
from costume to costume, adding
more laughter and entertainment
in each scene.
They played birds, mice,
squirrels, frogs and more.

Although their roles were not
the same throughout the play,
they still shone with the main
characters, creating an all-star
cast where every actor was the
best.
The audience especiallyenjoyed Grzybowski ’s character
Snail.
“I’m the snail with the mail.”
he sang. “I deliver without fail.”
The Civic Theatre will host
this musical until Oct. 23. For
more information on times and
tickets visit http://www.GRCT.
org.
“A Year with Frog and Toad”
is a wonderful new musical for
all ages. Although it is geared
toward children, any person can
appreciate the talent that went
into making this production.
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CVL / Ashley Comstock
Advice from a professional: Pulitzer Prize winning poet Philip Levine gives advice to aspiring poet Brett Griffiths
during a book signing following Poetry Night last Wednesday night.

Award-winning
poets speak at GV
C.K. Williams and
Philip Levine read
works, discussed how
they became poets

By Marty Siagier
GVL Staff Writer

The L.V. Eberhard Center
hosted
Grand
Valley
State
University’s fourth annual Poetry
Night, featuring award winning
poets C.K. Williams and Philip
Levine on Oct. 12.
Both Williams and Levine are
highly decorated poets. Williams
was the 2(X)5 recipient of the Ruth
Lilly Poetry Prize from the Modem
Poetry Association, while also
winning the 2000 Pulitzer Prize for
poetry with his book “Repair.”
Levine is also well received in
the poetry world, receiving both
the Nation Book Award and the
National Book Critics Circle Prize
for “Ashes,” as well as the 1995
Pulitzer Prize for “The Simple
Truth.” among numerous other
honors.

GVSU Poet Laureate Patricia
Clark introduced the poets before
they read some of their work.
The night ended with on-stage
discussion and questions from the
audience.
Both poets read various excerpts
and poems from their bodies
of work, displaying both their
exemplary work and their passion
for it.
“Philip Levine said ‘poetry is
serious business, you don’t dabble
with poetry,’” Clark said.
Levine and Williams said their
roads to becoming poets were
distinctly different. Levine said he
knew he wanted to be a writer at a
very young age. while Williams said
he did not realize his aspirations to
be a writer until he was in college.
“There was nothing else that 1
did that I liked as much as writing,”
Levine said. "I got encouragement
to write at home as well as from my
teachers.”
Williams by contrast said it
became clear to him that he should
be a poet by chance.
“I had written a poem for a

FREE

BFE’s 3rd Annual
Halloween Bash
Costume Contest
s 100 First Place
s50 Runner-Ups

FAMILY
FARE

2 Liter

(must be 21 or older)

Pepsi Product

Happy Hour in the

Van,

Present this coupon
with valid school ID.
Limit one per customer.

girlfriend,” Williams said. “It was
the first thing I’d done in my life
that meant something to me. I knew
that this was what I wanted to do.”
One element present in both
guests’ poetry was their affinity
to the places they lived — Levine
grew up in Detroit, and Williams
wrote a considerable amount of his
poetry in France.
“Detroit is the city where I see
my childhood.” Levine said. “So
of course it’s going to reflect my
writing.”
Williams echoed the same
sentiments, saying his location is
always on his mind when writing.
“My writing mind is always
in English,” Williams said. “But
my living mind is in France. If my
family wasn’t here. I’d probably
still be living there.”
Another topic that came up
in both guests’ poetry and during
discussion was the idea of politics
in poetry.
“It’s the hardest time in my
life right now with everything that
is going on.” Williams said. “It
[politics) is all I ever think about
when I write.”
Levine agreed, saying it is nearly
impossible to not be a political
poet.
“You’re going to be sucked into
the maelstrom of politics,” Levine
said.
And while it was clear both
Williams and Levine took their
work seriously, their sense of
humor was present throughout the
evening.
“It’s a great pleasures to be
here,’’ Williams said. “But it’s not
that great of a pleasure to read after
Philip Levine. He’s said it all.”
Both guests had encouraging
words for aspiring writers in the
audience, saying that patience is a
good attribute to carry.
“Make certain that being a
writer is what you want to do, but
there’s no hurry.” Levine said.
“We (Levine and Williams] have
forgiven ourselves for writing bad
poems by writing the good ones.”

lecause
t's
alloween...
Free Pool from Open 'til Clov
*3/' Domestic 60oz Pitcher
*5 Lon^ Island Mini Pitcher

Doesn't mean all
ghouls have to be
ghastly white....
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Dinners 9:30 - 10
*2.' (dim Pircliers
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Healthy Tan Airbrushing
11003 Linden Drive NW
616.822.3367

www.mihealthytan.com
U Want 26

$75 Prize Weekly

By appointment only!
10% off with this ad!!! Good through 10.31.05

Come check out the
fastest, easiest way
to ensure you have
the most fab acces
sory at this year's
party....
Your five minute
airbrush tan!

